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CVICU: Cardio Vascular Intensive Care Unit

- You will spend several nights after surgery 
   here. Families will not be able to sleep in the 
   room with the patient their 1st night after 
   surgery. 
- Your will meet the PICU/CVICU Child Life  
   Specialist. They can provide medical 
   education, family support, procedural  
   support, games, crafts, movies and video 
   games. 
- Please ask about current visitor policies. 

3rd/4th Floor Pediatric Unit
- You may transfer to the general pediatric 
   unit after your stay in the CVICU. 
- There is a Playroom and Teen Room. 
- This unit has 2 Child Life Specialists and a 
   Child Life Assistant. 
- Please ask about current visitor policies. 

 Unit Amenities 
- Each private room has a dresser, 
  bathroom, TV and DVD player. 
- Caregivers will have a chair/couch that 
   transforms into a bed. Linens are provided.  
   We advise bringing pillows and blankets. 
- You may bring comfort items, movies/ 
   video games, toys, food etc. 
- There is a Family Lounge with a 
   refrigerator, microwave, sink, and 
   washer/dryer. 
- Toiletries, diapers, formula and other 
   personal items are available. 
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- Check in on the 1st Floor at Merrill Hines

Surgery Center or 2nd Floor at Day of

Surgery Center. 

- You will be taken to your pre-op room

where you will meet the medical team and

have your vitals (blood pressure,

temperature, oxygen level, and height)

taken. 

- You will meet a Child Life Specialist who

can prepare your child for surgery in a

developmentally appropriate way and

bring toys or games. 

- You may receive medicine to help your

body relax. 

- When it's time for your surgery, you can

give "see you soon" hugs and kisses. A

Child Life Specialist may be able to go with

you to the surgery room for support. 

- We encourage families to take breaks,

walk outside, or grab food/beverages

while waiting.  A cafeteria and PJ's coffee

are located on the 1st floor. 

- Families can receive updates during or

after their child's surgery in the waiting

area where they checked in. 

- Families will be taken to the CVICU

waiting area on the 4th floor and brought

to the bedside when their child is ready for

visitors. 

DAY OF SURGERY
WHEN YOU WAKE

UP FROM SURGERY
YOU WILL HAVE ...

WHAT IS ANESTHESIA? 

A medicine that helps your body go to sleep

during surgery. While asleep with this

medicine you will not feel, hear, or see

anything. You get this medicine in the

surgery room through an IV (a tiny medicine

straw which goes into your veins) or by

breathing anesthesia gas through a plastic

mask that goes over your nose and mouth. 

ARTERIAL LINE (A LINE)- A medicine

straw in your artery to measure blood

pressure or get blood samples. This is

typically in your wrist. 

IV - A tiny medicine straw in your vein to

provide fluids and medication. This can be

in your arm, hand, leg or foot. 

CHEST TUBE (2 or3) - A small tube placed

in the chest, near the lung, to drain fluid

or blood so it does not collect under your

skin. 

FOLEY CATHETER - A small tube placed

while you are under anesthesia to empty

your bladder of urine.

All of these (except the insicion
bandage) will be removed before
you go home. 
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IJ LINE - A medicine straw in a vein in

your neck used to get blood samples

and/or to provide medication or fluids. 

CHEST INCISION - This will be bandaged

and cared for by the medical team. 


